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Unique Animal, Plant and Bacteria Characteristics. For life all cells have basic needs. Cells
have diverged in their structure and function to accommodate these. This project will be a poster,
model, or prezi created and presented to the class. Use the checklist below and the rubric given
to check off everything required.
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the rubric given to check off everything required. rubric gallery public rubrics, Science rubrics,
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iRubric M47439: Label and describe the parts of a plant. Free rubric builder and assessment
tools.. Basic Groups · Study Groups · Club websitesAssessment rubrics. Understanding of

basic concepts. Parts of plants and their general function. Plants as primary food producers
converting sunlight into other . L.17.1 : Compare and contrast the basic needs that all living
things, including humans,. . Click here for a rubric to score scientific understanding of plant
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The Food Chain . Every living thing needs energy in order to live. Everytime animals do
something (run, jump) they use energy to do so. Animals get energy from the.
Biology4TEENs.com! This tutorial introduces cell mitosis. Other sections include plants, animal
systems, invertebrates, vertebrates, and microorganisms.
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This project will be a poster, model, or prezi created and presented to the class. Use the checklist
below and the rubric given to check off everything required. The Food Chain . Every living thing
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